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ABSTRACT

The coating of viscoelastic fluids onto a vertical surface continuously with-

drawn from a liquid bath is considered . A theoretical treatment is presented
based on a one-dimensional approach neglecting the inertia of the fluid and

assuming that the rheological behaviour of the fluid can be described by
upper convected Maxwell models . Film thickness measurements have been

carried out using the same apparatus as that of Spiers et al . [1] . A

capacitance technique is used to measure the fluid film thickness. This
method is accurate and convenient . In order to take into account the elasticity

and fading memory of the fluids, two dimensionless groups, i .e. Weissenberg
number and Deborah number are included in the analysis obtained from

steady shear experiments and elongational rheometry, respectively . Steady

shear experiments consist of measurements of shear stress and first normal
stress difference in terms of shear rate using a coaxial-cylinder viscometer,

Haake RVI, and a cone-and-plate Weissenberg rheogoniometer, R-18, to
obtain the desired low and medium shear-rate ranges. Elongational

rheometry consists of the determination of the relaxation times of the fluid
from the tubeless siphon data . The results of this analysis, with the previous

work of Spiers et al . Ill, yield a semi-empirical correlation that is in good
agreement with experimental data.
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INTRODUCTION

	

tapes, photographic and X-ray films, magnetic tapes
for audio, video and computer use, electronic circuit

The entrainment of a fluid film onto a vertical belt

	

boards, printing plates for papers, books and maga-

that is continuously withdrawn from a liquid bath,

	

zines, coated papers for printing and so on.
illustrated in Figure 1, occurs for the manufacture of a

	

The formation of the liquid film is character-
variety of products such as wall paper and adhesive

	

ized by its decreasing thickness with distance above
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A Semi-Empirical Correlation for Free Coating

the bath surface and asymptotically approaching a
constant value. The asymptotic value is a function of
the velocity of withdrawal, gravity and the physical
properties of the liquid (density, surface tension and
rheological properties).

Most previous studies of the free coating prob-
lem are based on the approach suggested by Landau
and Levich [2] in their pioneering work . Other signi-
ficant contributions have been made by White and
Tallmadge [3], Spiers et al . [4], and Esmail and
Hummel [5]. All of them considered Newtonian fluids
only . The corresponding problem for non-Newtonian
fluids has been treated by Gutfinger and Tallmadge
[6], and by Spiers et al . [1] . The agreement between
experimental and theoretical results for purely viscous
fluids was reasonable for the latter work, however,
viscoelasticity of the fluid has not been included in
any of them. From their viscous power-law theory for
non-Newtonian fluids, Spiers et al. [I] obtained the
final film thickness as:

'F t [(	 2n + 1)mr3	 apl.(T1,n) Ci6]u(rr+l)

	

( 1 )n

where T i = ho(pglmUo) ar(+) and C I = mUo/ahb-1 are
dimensionless film thickness and capillary number for
power-law model . op.. is the curvature coefficient of
the dynamic meniscus region at the lower boundary of
the region of the form:

Gm d i = app (T l , n) as L --s co

	

(2)
d

in which L=h/ho and

	

[(2+l/n)''C l ] lf3x/ho.

An attempt to include the effects of viscoelastic
properties was made by Adachi et al . [7] . They con-
sidered the two-dimensional flow of viscoelastic
fluids with inertia . Nevertheless, their theoretical
results were not in good agreement with experimental
measurements . They attributed this to the fact that if
the term in the elongation rate in eqn (7) of ref . 7,
could be modified, the more satisfactory agreement
between the experimental data and the viscoelastic
predictions could be obtained.

The objective of the present study is to improve
the drawbacks of the works given by Spiers et al . [1]
and Adachi et al . [7] . Since the viscous theory of
Spiers et al. [1] has shown to be satisfactory, in the
present work, it is intended to use their viscous
power-law theory as a basis to obtain a viscoelastic
power-law correlation and since consideration of
elongational characteristics of fluids may give better
results as noted by Adachi et al . [7], the elongational
response of the coating fluid as well as the shear
properties is included in the correlation . The idea of
considering the elongational behaviour of the fluid is
brought out through using the data from tubeless
siphon experiment.

To do this, other than To , the dimensionless
film thickness in this study characterizing the limiting
constant film thickness, Ca, the capillary number
associated with the withdrawal speed U0 , m, m',

power-law factors, n, n', power-law indices and y, a
dimensionless parameter incorporating physical pro-
perties of the fluid, and two dimensionless groups,
introducing both elasticity and memory character-
istics of the fluid, have been considered. These are
namely, Weissenberg and Deborah numbers. To

define these numbers two alternative modifications
have been applied on the upper convected Maxwell
model .

The Weissenberg number is the product of a
characteristic time and a characteristic rate of strain
[8] . In order to define the Weissenberg number, the
characteristic relaxation time of the modified upper
convected Maxwell model of this work applied to the
coating problem is used as the time constant and the
shear rate at belt in the constant-film-thickness region

Liquid bath

Figure 1 . Coordinate system for vertical withdrawal coating.
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is taken as the characteristic rate of strain with a
factor of two for convenience.

The Deborah number includes a ratio of a time
constant of the fluid and a characteristic time of the
process . The time constant of the fluid has been taken
as the maximum relaxation time obtained by applying
an alternative modification to the upper convected
Maxwell to the tubeless siphon experiment.

The characteristic time of flow has been taken
to be the time interval during which a typical fluid
element experiences a significant sequence of kine-
matic events . Thus, in this study, the time needed for
the belt to travel the total length of the flow field from
the bottom of the bath to the point where the film
thickness is measured is taken as the process time.

THEORETICAL TREATMENT

Continuous-Withdrawal Free Coating
When a continuous belt is withdrawn from a liquid
bath, a thin film of liquid adheres to it . Knowledge of
the thickness of this film is important from many
practical standpoints . For example, coating of photo-
graphic films and painting . The withdrawal process
can be classified into three regions [I], Figure 1, viz.

Region I : zone remote from the bath called as
the constant-film-thickness region where the film
thickness is constant at ito, and in which only viscous
and gravitational forces are involved;

Region 2 : the dynamic meniscus region that
extends from the constant-film-thickness region down
to the horizontal plane (stagnation plane) passing
through the stagnation point as reported by Groenveld
and van Dortmund [9] and used by Esmail and
Hummel [5] . In this region the film thickness, h,
varies with distance above the bath, x, and the velo-
city at the free surface increases from zero at the
stagnation point to a maximum value in the constant-
film-thickness region, and also, ignoring inertia
forces, viscous, gravitational and surface tension
forces have all to be taken into account;

Region 3 : zone close to the bath surface up to
the stagnation plane is termed the static meniscus
region where only surface tension forces are

considered [1, 2].
To establish a reasonable correlation between

the final-constant-film thickness and the velocity of
the moving surface, the governing equations in these
regions should be solved . Therefore, considering a
constitutive equation describing the material is nece-
ssary . It is assumed that the rheological behaviour of
the fluid can be explained by a power-law version of
the upper convected Maxwell model, viz .,

s +X( 'y)' ro) _ —s1(Y)1'(1) ( 3 )

Ya)

	

=Vv

	

(Vv)t (4)

where the first upper convected time derivative is:

A~~ ) =

	

A—(Vv)t .A—A•(Vv) (5)

for an arbitrary second-order tensor A, with the shear
rate magnitude of as = 140 = [+ ('1')] In •

For a steady one-dimensional shear flow, eqn (3)
gives:

ia —z, = Y' I Yzc	with

	

=0

with the following material functions for a power-law
modification of the model as:

tl(Y) = m y -' ;	P i(Y) = (8)

In this work the relaxation time

~, = LY i /2rE

is defined as :

(9)

m, m', n, n', can be obtained from shear experiments
by minimizing the total sum of squares of relative
errors E ; (y,—f,)/y;, i .e . in which yl and f; are the
measured and calculated values of a property, i .e.
shear stress and first normal stress difference . The
summation includes the entire experimental data . The
optimization toolbox of the computer software Matlab
(version 5 .1) for Windows is used for the minimiz-
ation procedure.

'r,cy = t1'ysr (6)

(7)
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Flow field in the fluid film may be studied in
three regions of the two-dimensional system of Figure
1 by writing the continuity and momentum equations
as :

ax ay

p(u- +v_)

	

+F
5,t

	

ax

	

ay

(11)

+—=–+—+F
ax (

+ Fy

(12)

From the definition of the stream function we have:

a'r
u =–ay ; v= ax

Integration of the first of the above equations across
the film, i .e . from y = 0 toy = h (x), gives:

S t'
udy = –'P(x, h) +'I'(x, 0)

	

(14)
a

The fluid does not cross the boundaries in any flow
and stream function at boundaries is constant, thus:

a h
Qudy = 0 (15)

Using the Leibniz formula for differentiating an integ-
ral, we obtain:

f a
_ dy + u(x, h) dh =0

	

(16)

Substitution of (aulax) from the continuity
equation and integrating the result yield

v(x, h) = u(x, h ) dh – v(x, 0)

Using the no-slip boundary condition at the moving
belt, i .e . v (x, 0) = 0, we obtain:

v

	

dh
( u )0 .h} — dx

Eqn (18) expresses that the y-component of the velo-

city, v, is much smaller than the x-component, u . This
is the basis for an order-of-magnitude analysis to
neglect the smaller terms in the momentum eqns (11
and 12) . Therefore, it may be shown that:

au av
» ~ayl »

From the above analysis and the physical
consideration of the problem, it may be seen that for
one-dimensional inertia-free flow, the left-hand sides
of eqns (11 and 12), and the terms at,,. lax, at., lax,
and at,, lay are much smaller than the other corres-
ponding terms . Thus, they may be neglected to obtain:

dy

	

d+pg (20)

dp –
0dy

in whichF% = –pg andFy = 0 .

(21)

In order to obtain the dynamic boundary
conditions at the free surface, consider the equation of
the free surface y = h(x) . The slope of the tangent to
the free surface will be tan(a) = dh /dx in which a is
the angle between the tangent and the positive x-
direction.

Also, the radius of curvature of a curve is
defined in the analytical geometry as:

1 –	 d2h/dx'
r

	

(I+(dhldx)2 )2'

Thus, the horizontal force balance may be written as:

(p Q – t yy – pods cos¢) + t„,(—ds sin¢) = 0
(23)

in which ds is the linear element of the free surface
and b is the angle between the tangent and vertical
direction, i.e . a + 3 = n . Substituting ilr and tan a;
we obtain:

P(x h) = Pc + T,y(x'h) – { I+(dh/dx)2)°	a –

xy(x 'h)

	

(24)

For the vertical force balance we have:

p(u

	

+ v
av)

=ay

(13)

(18)

(10)
~I»

av
ax (19)

(22)
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(p + °—

	

- p°)(-ds sin/3) + ; (ds cos/3) = 0
(25)

Substituting as before, we obtain:

=

	

+

	

h)P(x,h)

	

po

	

Tax(x - (1+(dh/dx)2)''
a -

/T xy.(x,h) (26)

In the above equations, po is the atmospheric pressure
and ds = do/cos/3 = -Ay/sin/3.

Consideration of the discussion given earlier,
the smaller terms may be neglected in this analysis by
using the assumption I dh/dx J al (sin/3 -a 0) to
simplify the boundary conditions as:
(i) the no-slip boundary condition:

u(x, 0) = Uo

(ii) the vertical force balance:

t, ,(x, h) = 0

(iii) the horizontal force balance:

P + d-h = P°
dx

Eqn (20), combined with eqns (6 and 8) can be
integrated twice with the above boundary conditions
to yield the velocity profile across the film, and the
liquid flux, q . Thus, the liquid flux, in terms of the
final film thickness, takes the form of:

_- Uoho

	

—pg—.—h°
2n+1 h0( m

After some manipulations, we obtain the shear rate at
belt in the dynamic meniscus region as:

.wx , 0) = 2n
n

1 (U
° h - 011_2 (31)

which can be used to obtain the characteristic shear
rate yc (the shear rate at belt in the constant-film-
thickness region) by letting x -► oo and h - ho to give:

i'c = Y(°o, 0) =
( PP o ) va

m

Using eqn (9), the characteristic viscosity, Tic, and the
characteristic time constant, 2, corresponding to yc,

are given by:

e1~=Tl(YG}=

	

'ya

= X(vc) = 2m

Substituting eqn (32) into eqns (6, 7), we obtain
expressions for shear stress and first normal stress
difference at belt in the dynamic meniscus region.

Now we turn our attention to give an expres-
sion for the Weissenberg number . It can be defined as
a ratio of elastic forces to viscous forces at belt in the
constant-film-thickness region (x -s oo, h -> ho) and
can be shown to be equal to the product of the
characteristic time 7, ., and the characteristic rate of
strain y~ with a factor of `2' for convenience in this
study . It can be interpreted as a ratio of elastic or
recoverable deformation to viscous (non-recoverable
or irreversible) deformation ; the larger the Weissen-
berg number, the more elastic behaviour is observed
[8] . Thus, we have:

_	 elastic forces

	

Toa -Trr

We T viscous forces = ( 'r, )(ao, = 2 7e =

m ( Pgh0 Of-nyn

m' m

For later reference we introduce the Reynolds number
as the ratio of the inertia forces to the viscous forces
as:

Re =	 inertia forces

	

viscous forces

	

r,,y,(ao, 0)

	

gho

Tubeless Siphon
Once flow has been established by inserting one end
of a tube beneath the surface of a pool of viscoelastic
liquid and connecting the other end to a source of vac-
uum, it is possible to raise the inlet end well above the
surface of the pool without interrupting the flow . This
phenomenon, which may be called a suspended or
tubeless siphon, provides one means of studying the
elongational behaviour of dilute polymer solutions.

To take the elongational behaviour of the fluid
into the analysis, in this work, we use the data of a

(27 )

(28)

(29 )

(30)

(32)

(33)

(34)

(35)

	 PU o

	

U (36)
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tubeless siphon experiment to include another dimen-
sionless group, viz. the Deborah number . It can be
interpreted as the relative importance of the memory
of the fluid to the duration of a significant change of
the flow:

De=

		

(37)tem,„

X.,,, is the maximum relaxation time when the fluid
undergoes an elongational flow (the tubeless-siphon
experiment here), to allow for the elongational
properties, and t1 is the process time, assumed in
this work to be the time for the belt to travel a
distance from the bottom of the bath to the point
where the film thickness is measured (that is 77 cm in

this investigation).

EXPERIMENTAL

Film Thickness Measurements
To check the results of the theoretical considerations,
the experimental work was carried out using the same
apparatus as described earlier [I] and illustrated in
Figure 2.

The equipment consists of a 5 cm wide brass
belt positioned between two 20 cm o .d . pulleys . A
variable speed motor is used to draw the belt through
the bath of liquid by driving the lower pulley. The
belt tension is adjusted by a mechanism provided on
the top pulley . In addition, an adjustable perspex
back-strip is mounted near the measuring zone, this
restricted the lateral movement of the belt . A roller
and a scraper are used to remove fluid from inside of
the belt and the liquid returns to the bath . It should be
noted that the size of the bath is large enough to keep
the fluid level from being disturbed by returning
liquid .

Different methods have been used by various
authors to measure the actual film thickness, hoE . One
method that has been broadly used by previous
authors is a micrometer technique. In this method, the
micrometer tip-liquid contact point is determined
visually and if the film is of uniform thickness with
no ripples, the distance between the needle point and
the solid boundary shows the film thickness, therefore
this method is very time consuming and is not very
accurate . In this work a capacitive method has been
used . It directly measures the thickness of a conduct-
ing film and can be calibrated for non-conducting
films. The principle of the method is as follows. It
consists of a transducer with two capacitive probes.
The working of this instrument is based upon the
capacitance that exists between two parallel plates.
When one probe is placed near the conducting surface
of the film, a capacitance exists between this surface
and the face of the probe . This capacitance is
connected into the overall feed back loop of a high
gain amplifier that has a sinusoidal input from an
internal oscillator. The voltage level of the amplifier

Roller to remove inner film

Liquid bath

Variable speed drive

Figure 2 . Outline of withdrawal coating apparatus.
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Figure 3. Shear stress and first normal stress difference vs.
shear rate for a solution of 0.6% PAA in a 50150 (by weight)
mixture of glycerin and water.

output is proportional to the feed back impedance,
hence, directly proportional to the distance between
the test surface and the face of the instrument . If the
second probe, as in this work, is added having a
common input source and similar quantities to those
of the first probe, an amplifier can be used to sum the
two probe outputs. Therefore, the distance between
the two probes is always constant and the variation in
thickness of the test piece is measured . It is worth
noting that by using this method, small lateral
movements of the belt can be taken into account . The
final film thickness, hrE, can be measured directly at
the center of the belt . Detailed specifications of the
instrument are described in (10].

10-3

	

10-1

	

10 1

	

103

Shear rate (s-1 )

Figure 4. Shear stress and first normal stress difference vs.
shear rate for a solution of 0.8% PM in a 50/50 (by weight)
mixture of glycerin and water.

Figure 5. Shear stress and first normal stress difference vs.
shear rate for a solution of 1 .0% PM in a 50/50 (by weight)
mixture of glycerin and water.

Rheological Measurements
Experimental data were obtained on four solutions of
different concentrations as 0 .6%, 0 .8%, 1 .0% and
1 .2% polyacrylamide (Separan AP 30) in 50/50
mixtures by weight of glycerin and water called here
as fluids no . I, 2, 3 and 4 respectively . The viscous
properties were obtained using a rotational concentric
cylinder viscometer, a Haake RV1, however, the
geometry and construction of this instrument limit the
shear rate range obtainable to approximately 10–
1000 s-` without the use of large gaps between the
cylinders for which shear rate corrections would be
necessary . The information not being available from
measurements in the concentric cylinder viscometer is

Figure 6. Shear stress and first normal stress difference vs.
shear rate for a solution of 1 .2% PAA in a 50/50 (by weight)
mixture of glycerin and water.
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Table 1 . Material constants.

Fluid No . 1 2 3 4

a(N I m) 0.060 0 .060 0.060 0.060
p(Kg l m3) 1152 1160 1162 1173

*lo(N s m4) 7.8 37.8 51 .0 66 .0

m(N s" m4) 1 .821 4.400 6 .228 8 .025

n - 0 .5570 0 .4282 0 .3413 0.4489

m'(N s" m z ) 3 .601 9 .467 12.576 10.378

n'- 1 .059 0 .992 0.988 1 .078

> rn (s) 0 .7995 1 .0628 0 .9985 1 .4859

),a (a) 11 .857 34 .150 42 .422 34.858

c(s Dtl ) 12 .247 25 .689 35 .366 25.858

I d- 0.385 0 .347 0 .323 0 .335

obtained using a cone-and-plate system on a Weisse-
nberg Model R–18 Rheogoniometer . The opportunity
was also taken to examine the elastic nature of these
fluids by measuring the normal force on the lower
platen . The flow curves are presented in Figures 3–6.
The solid lines refer to the power-law version of the
modified upper convected Maxwell model of this
analysis; the parameters can be obtained from flow
curves by using a curve-fitting procedure and are
given in Table 1 . The results show a normal pseudo-
plastic behaviour similar to those reported by Adachi
et al . [7].

Elongational properties were obtained from a
tubeless-siphon experiment. Rheological data, e.g. the
maximum relaxation times A,,, , are presented in Table

1 . The apparatus consists of a balance arm system.
The sample to be elongated is placed in a rectangular
perspex reservoir . The height on one side of the
reservoir is three times bigger than that of the others.
Photographs of the siphon are taken through this high
perspex wall . This ensures that the entire siphon
profile was observed under identical photographic
conditions. Elastic material is sucked upwards into a
nozzle. The nozzle is connected to the vertical section
of the balance arm . Reducing any torque produced in
the system is desirable . This is achieved by keeping
the balance arm in a horizontal position (null posi-
tion) using a turnbuckle and a wire, which connects

the arm to the load cell . After passing through the
balance arm, the material is collected in a measuring
cylinder, connected to a constant vacuum reservoir.
This reservoir is a two-liter Buchner flask with
bleeding facility consisting of a vertical outlet and a
needle valve . A Griffiths' rotary vacuum pump
connected to the horizontal outlet of the Buchner
flask is used to produce a vacuum in the system . The
vacuum can be varied by either adjusting the needle
valve on the Buchner flask or the pump.
Accurate force measurement is obtained using an
Instron Type A load cell in conjunction with an
Instron Model 3211 Capillary Rheometer. A pen
recorder is used to record the tensile force.

Having a knowledge of measured force, volum-
etric flow rate, and column profile, it is then possible
to compute the axial stress, elongation rate, and
therefore the elongations] viscosity as functions of the
axial coordinate of the siphon . Further description of
the technique can be found elsewhere [11].

CALCULATIONS

Calculation of Dimensionless Groups
To determine the capillary number, Ca, its definition
is modified as to be related to the characteristic
viscosity, eqn . (33), in the constant-film-thickness
region in the form of:

Ca= T1'Ua
6

Computed capillary numbers are given in Figure 7.
Simple shear stress and first normal stress data
(Figures 3–6), film thickness measurements (Figure
8), power-law parameters in, m', n, n' (Table 1), with
eqns (32, 34, 35 and 36) allow the Weissenberg and
Reynolds numbers to be calculated.

The Deborah number can be evaluated from
eqn (37). Noting that in this work, the distance
between the bottom of the bath to the point where the
film thickness is measured is H=77 cm, the
characteristic time for the flow, tan,,, , may be easily
found using the relation tfla, = H/U° . The relaxation
time, A,,,, , is the maximum of the elongational

(38)
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Figure 7. Apparent relaxation time corresponding to
characteristic shear rate.

relaxation times XE that can be computed from the
tubeless-siphon data [11] (given in Table I), through
an alternative modification to the upper convected
Maxwell model of eqn (3) as:

1 + cIIY

	

(39)

where the second invariant of the rate-of-strain tensor
for this kind of flow is Ili, = 3io2 in which e, is the
elongation rate in the tubeless siphon experiment . Xi) ,
c and d, are constants, presented in Table 1, obtained
by applying this modification to the steady shear and
small-amplitude oscillatory shear experiments, to
have:

t)(ll) = flo/(1 + a M,) ; 71.(Ilf ) = Xol(1 + cIIT)

	

(40)

Figure 8 . Comparison of experimental data and the semi-
empirical correlation of this work .

('(~)=rlo (1 +all
c( 2

2a) + (Ao m)

respectively.
ha , a and b are not relevant to this analysis . Of course
in the shear experiments I)y = y2 .

Prediction of Film Thickness
It is necessary to predict To as a function of Ca, De,
We, and the dimensionless parameter y, used by
Esmail et al . [6] . However, in this work, To and y are
given as:

= ho(
P g

(42)To

	

)in
ncUo

= o

	

rlcg	-113 7

	

nc(

	

P

	

) (43)

In the correlation presented below a combin-
ation of the method of Spiers et al . [1] and shear and
elongational properties of viscoelastic materials have
been used . The proposed correlation is as:

4n

	

1
To = ( 2n+1 ) 3(n+t) .Ca3(a.0) 7 -0.2422 (1_

n

1 .065 (De)o
.01917

,(We) 4.04244)

	

(44)

This correlation is developed using the same
optimization procedure as discussed under eqn (9) for
the determination of the model parameters. The opt-
imization procedure includes the entire experimental
data.

The dimensionless film thickness data, To, is
calculated from eqn (44) and as a function of Uo , is
shown graphically in Figure 8 and also compared with
experimental data.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 7 gives information about the capillary number
in terms of the belt speed . It can be seen that despite
the limitations due to ignoring the inertia of the fluid,
the capillary range is adequately wide in comparison
with previous studies and as can be seen from Figure

0.01
Belt speed, Uo, (m .s ')

	

0 .1

	

0 .15

50

v
10

2'-
E
C

aa
U

0 .1

a

i2
10-4

0 .01 0 .1

	

0.15Belt speed, U 0 , (m .s`1 )

(41)
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8, only at three data points of the highest belt speed,
the predictions show small deviations from experi-
mental values.

Figure 8 shows experimental data points for
fluids considered in this work. The curves represent-
ing the semi-empirical correlation are also given for
each fluid.

Considering each fluid individually, Figure 8
shows that there is a good agreement between
experimental results and those predicted by the semi-
empirical correlation except at high belt speeds
corresponding to high capillary numbers, leading to a
Reynolds number of about one or higher, Re > 1 . As
the Reynolds number is the ratio of inertia forces to
viscous forces, eqn (36), it may be concluded that the
discrepancies are due to neglecting the inertia of the
fluid. Therefore, considerations of the inertial effects
seem necessary at higher capillary numbers.

Comparison of the results of the present study,
Figure 8, and the corresponding results of Adachi 'et
al ., Figure 5 [7], shows that the inclusion of visco-
elasticity in the present study has been considered
more satisfactorily . This may be due to the inclusion
of two dimensionless groups, i.e. the Weissenberg and
Deborah numbers, to describe the elastic and fading
memory of the viscoelastic fluids.

The Weissenberg number describes the elasti-
city of the fluid using shear data while the Deborah
number presents the elongational behaviour of the
fluid using tubeless siphon data.

CONCLUSION

The agreement between the experimental data and the
correlation of this work shows that the inclusion of
elongation response of viscoelastic fluids, i .e . the
tubeless siphion, in free coating improves the
theoretical predictions substantially.

Furthermore, as can be seen from the results,
the functional form of the correlation given in this
study provides the desired flexibility to cover the
experimental data even at high capillary numbers.
Also, the elasticity and fading memory properties of
the viscoelastic fluids have been successfully

considered by introducing the two dimensionless
groups, i .e. the Weissenberg and Deborah numbers.

SYMBOLS

C,

	

capillary number for viscous power-law model,
C l = mUg/aho°l

Ca capillary number in this work, Ca = tleUola
De Deborah number, De = 7, /teo ,
g

	

gravitational acceleration
h

	

film thickness
ho

	

final constant film thickness
L

	

dimensionless y-coordinate of the free surface,
L= h/ha
pressure
atmospheric pressure
volumetric flow rate per unit width of the belt
Reynolds number, Re = Ua/gho
process time, the time for the belt to travel a
distance from the bottom of the bath to the
point where the film thickness is measured (that
is 77 cm in this work)

To dimensionless film thickness in this work, Ta =
ho(pg/n0Us)

'n

T 1	dimensionless film thickness for viscous
power-law model, T1 = ho(pg/mUg) l '{a.i)

Uo belt speed
u

	

velocity component in x-direction
V v velocity gradient tensor
We Weissenberg number, We = lye
x

	

coordinate direction parallel to the belt
y

	

coordinate direction perpendicular to the belt

shear rate in shear flows, Y = I Y>ry I =

characteristic shear rate in the coating process,

Ye = 'r( oo , 0)
xy-component of the rate of strain tensor, yaY =

~cau/r3yI
E i

	

local relative error, E, = (y i — f i)/y,
elongation rate in the tubeless siphon
experiment, Il,J3

r l

	

viscosity ;unction

P
Po
q
Re
tom,,,

Greek symbols
y

	

rate-of-strain tensor, eqn (4)
7
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XE

Xm

zero-shear-rate viscosity, eqn (41)
characteristic viscosity in the coating process,

TIc =11(Yc)
Ao

	

zero-shear-rate relaxation time, eqn (4)
Xc

	

characteristic relaxation time in the coating
process, A.- A(%)
relaxation time in the tubeless siphon
experiment, eqn (40)
maximum relaxation time in the tubeless siphon
experiment, Max OLE)

p

	

fluid density
a

	

surface tension of the fluid
S stress tensor
yr

	

stream function
ty t

	

first normal stress difference
H

	

second invariant of the rate-of-strain tensor,

ff?= 2 (Y: Y )

Subscript
(I) first upper convected time derivative, Eq. (5)

Superscript

t

	

transpose of a second order tensor
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